Vedic Math School
Making Maths Easy…
Workshop Program Outline
A Complete Comprehensive Program for Academic Performance Enhancement, Memory
and Concentration Improvement.
Vedic Math School Introduces The workshop on Vedic Mathematics, An Innovative and exciting
Training methodology with the Aim to Enhance the academic performance, mental and
concentration level of the student.
We offer a variety of classes, webinars, and events each month. Registering is easy (Register
Here), but for those new to Vedic mathematics, this overview covers every step, from finding to
attending a class.

MAIN FEATURES OF THE VEDIC MATH SCHOOL WORKSHOP PROGRAM:
• A trusted name in the educational training
industry since 2014.
• We are Associated with Hundreds of educational
Institutions, and College and list are growing on.
• We Trained more than five thousand of students
at all levels, across the Nation.
• Highest feedback of an average of over 4.8 on a 5point scale.
• Comprehensive training program of individual units in different time frame.
• Repetition of main points of each unit.
• Variety of learning methods and practical experience.
• Assessment at the end of each unit and at the end of the Workshop.

• The Course is Equally Helpful to all Type of the People including Student, Teacher and Any
Other Professionals.
• This course is charismatic success in Competitive Exam Aspirants, Mathematical
Olympiads and Quizzes, Achieving Scholarships and producing Exceptional Result.
• All the School Students Who are from class one to 12th can Participate in Workshop but
We Recommend Class 5th to 12th because our Internal Research Index shows it will
extremely beneficial to these group of students.

WORKSHOP BENEFITS FOR THE EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATION
• Skilling, your student is right for your organisation Value and
good for an improvement in a campus environment.
• Training can improve business performance, profit, and student
morale.
•

We Encapsulate New skills and Technique to your Student

who is helpful to meet the needs of your operation for now, and
in the future
•

training, your student can result in Better Academic Performance, Result and productivity

improvements which is going to be helpful to Achieve your organisational Growth.
• You demonstrate to your Student that you value them enough and provide an opportunity
to opt new skill which improving loyalty and student retention. In turn, retention is a saving to
you.
• Because Your Students being trained on your time, they see that you value them enough to
invest in them. A good Organisation is one that retrains rather than churns.

BENEFITS OF TRAINING YOUR STUDENT:
•

They acquire new skills, increasing their educational

Performance and building their self-esteem.
•

they’re upskilled and avail to handle the problem with

different Methodology and Tricks, which keeps them motivated
and fresh.
• Deriving enjoyment from the interactive realization of
practices and methods.
• Acquiring knowledge and improving skills through shared experience among trainees.
• Systematic acquisition of knowledge.
• Get a technique how to Better Concentrate on the study.
• Memory Improvement activities.
• Develop Creativity and Confidence.
• Get comprehensive, lucid study material during workshop & for later Revision & Exercise.
• Learn with the Vedic math’s experts who have an exceptional experience in Educational
Seminars and Training.

WORKSHOPS AND TALKS ON VEDIC MENTAL MATHEMATICS:

We’ve been delivering training workshops and talks on Vedic Mathematics since 2014. We've
held nearly 100's of Event Each Year Across India, and they are invariably excellently attended,
and receive top feedback. They are delivered by our Experienced Trainer Prince Jha, who between
them trained over 5000+ Students Across the Nation Through Workshops and Webinars. We thus
speak from real experience, not theory.
We offer four different types of workshops and talks depending on the audience. The first and
most famous is the Vedic Math’s Training Program (VMTP) for school students which are usually
between 6 to 8 hours daily for two days in duration(Total 16 hrs). We also do versions for Cat,
Sat or Other Competitive Aspirants. We are even going to Start the Online Course on Udemy
soon for those students who need the regular course on Vedic Math’s with one hour/day basis.
Finally, we even do short talks for open days, events, and roadshows, including to large audiences.
Read more about our four types of Workshop...

1. VEDIC MATH’S TRAINING PROGRAM (VMTP):

Our most popular workshop, which often runs under the title “VMTP”. The workshop is taught
via a mixture of presentations, live demonstration of Vedic Mathematics Sutra, Tricks, Tips,
Method and Example on Each of the Vedic Math’s Sutra, Depth discussions on Subject Matter,
and Application of Ancient Vedic Mental Mathematics in Modern Era.
•

Intended audience: All students.

•

Audience size: Up to 70 (advised limit)

•

Duration: 16 hrs. (8hrs/day).

•

Up to Date Study Material.

•

Start from Zero Level.

•

Limited No of Seats in Each Workshop.

•

Lucid and Scientific Approach to Study.

We'll cover:
You can read an expanded description (Course High Light) here.
• Vedic Proof of Pi.
• Vedic

Numeral

• Vedic
System

and

Understanding.
• Vedic Method of Trigonometry.
• Linear Equation.
• Quadratic Equation.
• Pythagoras Theorem Proof using
Vedic Math’s.

Mathematical

of

Square, Square Root, Cube, Cube
Root, Lcm, Hcf etc.
• Decimal and Recurring Value.
• Grocery Problem.
• Percentage.
• S.I Unit Conversion.
• 2D/3D Figure Reasoning.

• Vedic Geometrical Proof.

• Mental Reasoning.

• Number System.

• Puzzles.

• Vedic Mathematical Operation of

• Mental Workout.

Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication,

method

• Miscellaneous Activity.

Division.

Prices, Questions, Discussions...
Please just email us at info@vedicmathschool.org or give us a ring on +91-7840984868. We can
give you a price quotation for whatever you would like, whether a workshop, short talk, or
lecture. Or perhaps you have an alternative proposal. Please get in touch and discuss potential
plans for workshops.
For More Details Please Contact:

Vedic Math School
Website: www.vedicmathschool.org
Mail us: Info@vedicmathschool.org
Contact: +91-7840984868
+91-9540928385

